
 

GAZA Genocide 
War Crimes & Crime of the Century 

 
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY, USA, May 29, 2024/SafeCareGroup.com/-- Amidst Israel’s murderous military 
campaign and barbaric treatment of refugees in Palestine, SafeCare magazine announced today the release of a 
special May edition Gaza Genocide. 

 

 
 

“What we are witnessing in 
The Middle East is the Crime of 
the Century - Gaza Genocide. 
A madman leading a nation of 
occupiers have persuaded the 
USA leadership to send him 
2,000-pound bombs to destroy 
innocent refugees living in 
makeshift tents.  
 
The Zionist Madman has 
destroyed hospitals, tortured 
doctors, murdered healthcare 
workers, inflicted starvation, 
and slaughtered close to 50,000 
innocent men, women, and 
children,” 
 
Yisrael M. Safeek, MD, MBA                
Chairman, The SafeCare Group 



 

“According to the Genocide Convention (the same one that Israel used to convict Nazis 
after World War II), elements of the crime of genocide are as follows”: 

Article I: The crime of genocide may take place in the context of an armed conflict, 
international or non-international; 

Article II: The "intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or 
religious group, as such": 

a. Killing members of the group 
b. Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group 
c. Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its 

physical destruction in whole or in part 
d. Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group 
e. Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group 

 
“Without much effort, Israel has committed each and each and every one of the Articles of the 
Genocide Convention”. 

 
 

 
 
 
Readers can also read over 300 hospital reviews from the month of April, 2024 received at 
www.rateahospital.com – the patient review site of The SafeCare Group.  
 
You can obtain a copy of SafeCare magazine at www.safecaremagazine.com. 
 
About The SafeCare Group® 
 
Since 2016, The SafeCare Group invested heavily into Artificial Intelligence (AI) platforms known as 
Intelligent Healthcare™ PaaS by leveraging machine learning and deep-learning capabilities. SafeCare AI® 
Suite https://www.safecaregroup.com/intelligent-healthcare.html fosters a new generation of AI applications, 
which are able to sense, reason, act and adapt, to address a range of healthcare challenges in areas such 
readmissions, medical errors, infections, cost, and outpatient utilization. Since 2014, SafeCareSoft® SaaS 
solutions https://www.safecaregroup.com/safecaresoft.html enable hospitals to take advantage of disruptive 



 

healthcare software known as Softwaring Healthcare Excellence® that optimize hospital ratings and regulatory 
accreditation. The SafeCare Group® was founded in 2010 and is focused on utilizing AI machine learning, deep 
learning and artificial neural networks (including Long Short-Term Memory) to predict healthcare outcomes. 
The SafeCare Group is focused on helping patients by extending our products across their healthcare journey - 
everything from finding a hospital, writing reviews, and staying connected afterwards. In 2019, The SafeCare 
Group launched https://rateahospital.com/ to allow patients to share care experiences, and in 2013, 
https://www.100safecarehospitals.com/ rankings were created to empower healthcare consumers. 
 
For more information about The SafeCare Group, visit www.safecaregroup.com 




